Year 4 Spellings –Group 1
Tested on 16th
November
Words with a
/shuhn/sound
spelt with ‘sion’ (if
root word ends in
‘se’, ‘de’ or ‘d’)
expression
discussion
confession
permission
admission
transmission
possession
profession
depression
impression

Here are some games and ideas for you to use when learning
your spellings at home.
Cut letters out
of a newspaper
and stick them
down to spell
each word.

Hangman

Use twigs
outside to write
the words.

Write them
with your
eyes closed.

Cover, write,
check.

Play scrabble.

Draw a
picture with
the words
hidden in the
picture.
Create a word
search with
the words in.
Muddle up
the letters on
cards and
place them in
order to spell
a given word.

Find the
spellings in a
reading book.

Write rainbow
words – each
letter is a
different
colour.
Write them in
rice in a tray.

Year 4 Spellings – Group 2
Tested on 16th
November
Creating adverbs
using the suffix -ly
(root word ends in ‘y’
with more than one
syllable)
happily
angrily
lazily
easily
busily
greedily
messily
wearily
cheekily
clumsily

Here are some games and ideas for you to use when learning your
spellings at home.
Cut letters out of
Write them
Draw a picture Find the spellings
a newspaper and
with your eyes with the words
in a reading
stick them down
closed.
hidden in the
book.
to spell each
picture.
word.
Write rainbow
Cover, write,
Create a word
words – each
Hangman
check.
search with the
letter is a
words in.
different colour.
Muddle up the
Use twigs outside
letters on cards
Write them in
Play scrabble.
to write the
and place them
rice in a tray.
words.
in order to spell
a given word.

Year 4 Spellings – Group 3
Tested on 16th
November

Words with ‘old’

climb
old
cold
gold
hold
told

Here are some games and ideas for you to use when learning your
spellings at home.
Cut letters out of
Write them
Draw a picture Find the spellings
a newspaper and
with your eyes with the words
in a reading
stick them down
closed.
hidden in the
book.
to spell each
picture.
word.
Write rainbow
Cover, write,
Create a word
words – each
Hangman
check.
search with the
letter is a
words in.
different colour.
Muddle up the
Use twigs outside
letters on cards
Write them in
Play scrabble
to write the
and place them
rice in a tray.
words.
in order to spell
a given word.

